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Vice President- John Sobotka
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THEN-The M6 Bomb Service Truck
is a truck that was produced by
Chevrolet during World War II. The
M6 was a 1.5-ton 4x4 truck that
was used to tow M5 Bomb Trailers
around on airfields. It could move
up to five M5 trailers at once. It either used a
Beebee winch, a Holan Hoist, or a modified
version of the Braden winch. It could also be used
to tow ammunition around an ammunition dump.
The truck was designated as an M6 Chevrolet
Bomb Service Truck. It is believed that Chevrolet
produced about 7,000 of these trucks during
World War II. It was soon replaced by GMC CCKWbased M27 Bomb Service Truck. It was powered
by a 83 horsepower, six-cylinder, Chevrolet, 236cubic-inch engine. The engine had two fuel tanks
with a total capacity of 48 US gallons and a range
of 125 miles.
NOW- The Buffalo is a wheeled mine resistant
ambush protected (MRAP) armored military
vehicle built by Force Protection, Inc., division of
General Dynamics. It is the largest vehicle in
Force Protection's line-up. Buffalo is also now
equipped with BAE Systems' LROD cage armor for
additional protection against RPG-7 anti-tank
rounds. Glass armor is sufficient at 6 inches
thickness. Run-flat tires are mounted on all six
wheels. The Buffalo combines ballistic and blast
protection with infrared technology to detect the
presence of dangerous ordnance and a robotic
arm to disable the explosive ordnance. Personnel
operate the Buffalo’s 30-foot robotic arm and
claw from within the armored hull via a mounted
camera and sensory equipment, to safely dispose
of mines and IEDs. In 2004, the United States had
a limited number of Buffaloes in service, with an
order for 15 more, at a cost of $10 million. On
June 6, 2008 Force Protection, Inc. delivered its
200th Buffalo to the U.S. Military.
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Military Transport Association
The MTA June 6th 2019 Monthly Meeting Minutes
The meeting was called to order at 7:02 pm by
President Al Mellini followed by Sergeant at Arms Andy
Salzano leading the membership with the Pledge of
Allegiance followed by a moment of silence in memory of
th
those who fought and those that died on D-Day, June 6
1944.
President’s Report: Al welcomed and thanked all for
attending. Al announces that there is a lot to cover in tonight’s
agenda, but he still wants to keep the meeting short to allow
time for the members to share comradery and conversation.
Approval of minutes from the May meeting: Motion
made by Ben Cave, seconded by Dennis Dutcher – Passes
unanimously!
Treasurer’s Report: Al presented the following financial
report from Treasurer Ginnie McDevitt:

THE NEXT MTA MEETING WILL BE HELD ON SUNDAY,
JULY 14TH 2019 AT THE LYONS VA HOSPITAL, 151
KNOLLCROFT ROAD, LYONS, NJ. EVENT STARTS AT
12PM WITH HOT DOGS AND HAMBURGERS, MEETING
AT 1PM.
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Pat Dolan reported that the event at the Intrepid in
NYC over the Memorial Day weekend was a great success.
The MTA was well represented at the event and the public
interest in the club was well received. Jim Mescher reported
that the sale of MTA merchandise was brisk and the club
earned $325 at the event. (Rumor has it that Jim went
through significant salesmanship training from Al before the
event).
We interrupt our regularly scheduled minutes for a report
from our imbedded reporter sitting at Table 5, Bill
McKelvey who reports…The MTA had a new caterer for
tonight’s meeting, it was Vinnie's Pizzeria & Ristorante,
an Italian/Indian restaurant located in Boonton. New
owner, Mickey personally delivered the traditional food
and introduced himself before the meeting. Besides
three varieties of pizza, he also provided chicken rigatoni
and sausage with peppers and onions infused with the
finest Indian spices. Mickey told MTA members that the
restaurant is located at 406 Main Street, Boonton and
offers a 25% discount to veterans at all times
Donations-Al quickly transitioned to the subject of
MTA donations to veteran related charities. Al reported that
so far the club has donated $5332. Al requested a motion to
allocate another $5000 for donations. Motion made by Bill
McKelvey seconded by Ben Cave. Passes unanimously!
Al reflected on his email exchanges with the
President of the Red Ball club and suggested the club donate
to the Military Technology Museum of New Jersey in Wall
Township because of its preservation and presentation of
historic military vehicles. This will be discussed in future
meetings.
Al reported that he received an email from longtime
MTA Member Sheila McNeil, who stated that she was
currently on maneuvers for the National Guard and that her
outfit could use some athletic equipment and mats. She kindly
requested $500 to purchase the equipment. Motion made by
Bill McKelvey seconded by Ben Cave. Passes unanimously!
Al also requested a $300 donation to the Armed
Forces Heritage Traveling Museum in Camden, NJ. The
Traveling Museum was scheduled to bring their trailer
museum to the MTA show back in April. Unfortunately they
couldn’t bring the trailer, but a couple of their representatives
came to the show and had a display in the Richards Building.
The $300 would cover their hotel accommodations. John
Traflet made the motion, seconded by Ben Cave. Passes
unanimously!
st
Gary Schultz requested a donation to the 421
Fighter Squadron. Gary’s niece’s husband, Major Jonathan
Hassel is a pilot for the newly organized Squadron who fly
F35s. They desperately need refrigeration and kitchen
equipment. The request is for $870. Motion made by Ben
Cave, seconded by John “JP” Parrinello. Passes
unanimously! (Because the MTA By-laws state that a
maximum donation of $500 is allowed per meeting, the
approval of the balance of the donation will be presented at
the next meeting).
John “JP” Parrinello requested $750 for Wheelers
for the Wounded which offers a day out for wounded veterans
with trail rides in in 4WD vehicles followed by a picnic. The
insurance to cover the event is $2100 alone. Money would go
towards the insurance and food for the picnic. Frank Shane
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commented that this is a great organization. Motion made by
Jack McDevitt seconded by Pat Tipton. Passes unanimously!
(Again, the approval of the balance of the donation will be
presented at the next meeting).
Dennis Vecchiarelli suggested that the MTA donate to
Tunnels to Towers Foundation which provides support for the
surviving family & ensure they are cared for. We have many
programs to help families of the fallen & catastrophically injured
warriors including Gold-Star Family Program, First Responder
Programs 100% Non Profit. Dennis agreed to get further
information about the organization and report back to the club at
a future meeting.
Parades and Events: Al reports that the MTA had a very
successful Memorial Day Weekend by fulfilling parade contracts
for 10 different towns. The weather for the parades was beautiful
and the comradery and fellowship by members at these events
were super.
Ken Gardner thanked all members for their participation
in the Memorial Day parades and asked that members sign-up
for the upcoming July 4th parades.

There will be a Veterans Appreciation Day on Saturday
June 29th at the Orange County NY Fairgrounds. They are
looking for military vehicles to attend. There will be an inquiry to
see if the MTA will get paid for this event.
Al reported that there might not be an annual picnic at
Sven Johnson’s this year, but a possible MTA Picnic in late
August or early September. Tim Swanick, mentioned that
perhaps the MTA can have their picnic at a large field in
Rockaway that the Fire Company owns, Tim will inquire and
report back to the MTA. UPDATE: Tim has confirmed that the
MTA can use the Rockaway FD Field!
There was a short conversation about the MTA renting a
small van to go to the MVPA National Military Vehicle Show in
York, PA in August. Gary Schultz said he would inquire about
availability and cost and report back to the club at the next
meeting.
We now return to our reporter at Table 5, Bill McKelvey..
At the June meeting of the Military Transport Association, Pat Dolan
made an outstanding presentation on the Allied Normandy invasion
against the Nazi's at the Whippany American Legion Post. Most
significantly, it was done on the very day of the 75th anniversary of
the event. Pat's in-depth knowledge of the strategies, failures,
tragedies, and the area were most evident in the statistics and facts
he recited. His show and tell presentation was bolstered by a
significant volume of museum quality historic artifacts, including
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Memorial Day with the MTA…

uniforms, combat gear, unit badges, photos, memorabilia, a
collection of bullets, etc. His passion for the history of the event was
aided by his family visits to the conflict area, including the
cemeteries, and information provided by his father. Pat even
provided souvenir vials of sand from Omaha and Utah beaches to
members present! In the past, Dolan has made many presentations
to the MTA, but this was his absolute best! Thank you, Pat, from all
of us...

The meeting was adjourned at 8:55pm
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The Anatomy of the WWII M6 Bomb Service Truck
By David Steinert

A number of M6 bomb service trucks were modified for
transporting by cargo airplanes by cutting the frame in half just
behind the cab, then welding fishplates with bolting flanges to the
frame where the cut was made. The chassis can then be loaded
into the plane and reassembled at their destination.

The Chevrolet M6 bomb service truck (Chevrolet
Model G7128) was part of the G506 series of 1-1/2 ton 4 X 4
trucks built by Chevrolet during WWII. The M6 bomb truck
was predominately used in ammunitions dumps and on
airfields. It was designed to tow the M5 bomb trailer. The
G7128 could tow up to five M5 bomb trailers at one time.
Like all of the G506 series trucks, the M6 bomb
service truck was powered by the Chevrolet 235 cubic inch,
83 horsepower, six-cylinder engine that was mated to a fourspeed transmission and a two-speed transfer case. With a
wheelbase of only 125 inches, the G7128 was shorter than
the other G506 series trucks.

The M5 Bomb Trailer
The M5 Bomb Trailer is a 2-½ ton capacity vehicle used
during WWII for transporting bombs from munitions storage
areas to the aircraft for loading. Up to six M5s can be towed in a
train behind a M6 Bomb Service Truck. The trailer weighs 7,200
pounds when fully loaded. The front pair of wheels are mounted
on a caster assembly like a shopping cart. They are free to rotate
360 degrees about their vertical axis. There is a damper
assembly that resembles 1/2 of a disk brake rotor that has friction
pucks pressing against it to dampen oscillations of the caster
assembly. These trailers would be towed out to the flight-line all
hitched together like a train and the train would stop at the first
bomber and the last trailer in the train would be disconnected.
The train would then continue on to the next bomber. After the
train left, the crew would manhandle the trailer to a position
under the bomber to enable the loading of the bombs. The front
caster wheel assembly made this relatively easy. And so each
trailer would be detached and when the towing vehicle had left
the last trailer, it would circle around and go back and pick up the
now empty first trailer detached. Then it would proceed to pick
the rest of the trailers, one at a time.

Behind the soft-top driver's cab was a working area.
On the right side of the working area were mounted troop
seats to accommodate a crew of three men. Each seat had a
safety belt, but it is doubtful that they were ever used.
The left side of the M6 bomb service truck the small
platform offers space for a crew member to operate the handoperated bomb handling hoist. Unique to the M6 are the
single rear wheels, although period photographs show bomb
trucks with dual rear wheels and fenders that have been
modified accordingly. The shorter wheelbase of only 125
inches allows for a tighter turning radius. The M6 also
features a four-spoke steering wheel throughout its production
run while apparently all other Chevrolet 1-1/2 ton 4 X 4
models were built with a three-spoke steering wheel.
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Another contribution from our embedded reporter at Table 5,
Bill McKelvey…Great photo and look at the “train” they are
pulling. Better wheels than those used by the Military
Technology Museum of New Jersey’s exhibit of a WWII
Railroad Jeep.

To add or remove listings from the Classifieds, please email
Dave Steinert at dsteinert@mtaofnj.org.or call 973-347-9091.
For Sale, $25.00 For each set. Please help me make room In the
garage. George Wagner. Nine-Seven-Three-927-7616.
For Sale: 1964 Ford M151, current Odometer: 34252. Currently
registered and inspected in New York State. Comes with Army radio,
mounted machine gun (disabled firearm) w/ mount and cartridges,
trailer, plastics to go over vehicle (no photo included, but available at
request) as well as two large boxes of extra parts. Vehicle has
always been garage kept. Buyer is responsible for pick-up or to
arrange for shipment for out of town sales. This vehicle has not been
cut. Asking $18,000. Located in Pine Island NY.Please contact
Lodzia - 845-258-4493 or Vince - 845-728-9191.
For Sale: Replica 81mm mortar. M1 tube and bi-pod. M4 sight. Has
incorrect M23A1 two piece base (Nam era?). The tube is original
with 1 pin cross welded and a dummy cup welded on. Comes with
one practice round (inert) in a newer tared tube. And a wooden
ammo crate. Asking $3000.00 . Will take a M35a2 ring mount in
trade. Kirk Stinson 862-209-0933
For Sale: I have many Jeep and M37 parts for sale, call Tom
Weaver @ 973-627-9448.
Wanted : Rims for a Ford F250 16" x 6" 8-Lug (6.6") Bolt Pattern
Rim. Call Bob @ . 201-226-9289
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The next MTA monthly meeting
will be held on Sunday, July 14th
12:00PM at the Lyons VA Hospital
Knollcroft Road., Lyons, NJ.
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